
Race 1  4-5-2 
Bugtown Superstar   Knocking on the door the last couple weeks 
and now today looks like her shot to get it all. 
Dilans Mustang    Was in with a tough crowd his last start in 
Charlottetown. He should find this gang more to his liking. 
Sharks Play   Third start is often best so we’ll take that angle 
coupled with the post position draw. 

Race 2  1-3-2 
Promise Me Art    Rail control and unrivaled speed in here. If he 
gets off on the right foot this should be a race for place. 
Windemere Best Man    Has had some time off since an 
underwhelming start on May 24. If Gass was able to make some 
adjustments and get him back to sub-2:00 speed he can grab the 
deuce. 
Southfield Stevie    Has been racing well and gets Dowling back 
in the seat after that duo engineered that last win on June 4. 
Worth considering. 
Most Probable     Promise Me Art 

Race 3  2-5-3 
Ruby Rae Crow    Has been facing much tougher than these on a 
consistent basis and holding her own. She is the one to knock off. 
Fire Jet    Left well to get position and hold on for second his last 
start and with a similar crowd we think a repeat is in the cards. 
Nowhere Man    Closed well his last start to hit the board for the 
first time in his career. If he continues his upward trend we like 
his chances to find the ticket again today. 

Race 4  4-5-3 
Montysgonemarble   We’re playing a real hunch using him on 
top but we will give him a pass for that last start where he never 
really got involved. With another one of those snappy closers it 
could be photo time. 
Oh No   Rounding into form and looking good doing it. He will 
be heard from. 
Silver Jake    Qualified well last week and gets a decent draw to 
make him a potential player. 

Race 5  3-1-2 
Vicky Everyday   Has been solid so far this season and is sure to 
be forwardly placed off the gate in here. We like her to go all the 
way. 
Magical Lily Bear   Gets a piece of it every week and draws the 
rail after a couple weeks on the outside. She could play spoiler in 
here. 
Slightly Twisted   Showing progression every week and reunites 
with Brodie. Don’t forget to look at that June 4 line to in 1:59, 
which could very well be enough to get it all in here today. Don’t 
count her out. 

Race 6  1-6-5 
Khitam Image   Top-two every single week and after being so 
close for so long she has to break through one of these times. 
Maybe today? 
La Vie En Rose   We really like her chances but we give her the 
nudge to second due to the post draw.  
Shouldabeenaclown Murphy has a way of bringing this mare 
into the equation in the stretch drive every single week. She will 
be heard from again today. 

Race 7  7-1-4 
Pictonian Thunder   The outside draw is far from appealing but 
this guy has just been so good he will be hard to deny. 
Egamer   We toyed with placing him on top and if he can strike 
the lead and get some separation from our top pick it’s possible he 
could steal the show in here. 
Woodmere Beachline   Far from a safe play but the flashes of 
speed he shows making him a horse worth taking a serious look 
at. 
Value Play    Woodmere Beachline 

Race 8  3-4-1 
Eagle Jolt    The absolute definition of class year after year. Gets 
away from the free-for-allers he has been facing and gets a decent 
class and a decent draw. We think today is his day. 
Coasttocoastshark    A very nice horse that has been on top of his 
game for his comeback campaign. We like him for a part of it. 
Power Of A Cruiser    This isn’t the way a lot of players will deal 
with this race but this guy was so good last week we just have to 
wonder if he steps up even more while chasing speed. 

Race 9  5-1-4 
Adventure Luck    He is the longest shot on the morning line but 
we know how good he can be so we’ll hold out hope that it all 
comes together for this aged campaigner and he can grin for his 
photo. If you can get any kind of price on him, use him. 
Shiftyn Georgie   Today looks like a prime time to try his luck 
off the front again and will be no slouch to get by when he finds 
himself there. He is legitimate. 
Windemere Albert    He is the top choice in the morning line and 
may very well deserve to be so. We’ll use him for third but the tote 
board will be your friend in where to place him. 
Longshot Play      Adventure Luck 

Race 10  1-5-2 
Chocolate Swirl    Got home well his last start to be a part of the 
triactor against some stiff competition. Now with rail control we 
see Jason getting well placed at the start to capitalize on that brush 
down the stretch. Top call. 
Moonwriter    Never had a chance to get involved last week but 
with the short field today he should be a major factor again. 
Soccer Hanover   A player in this class every single week. We like 
him. 

Race 11  5-6-3 
Gascoigne Sundae   If he didn’t get caught in solid on May 30 
his lines would likely read three straight wins. We see that trend 
continuing today. 
Mantario    Is the class of the field, we will just see if the trip works 
out in his favour to give him a major share. 
Twin B Shadow    Has been racing very well but looks to be 
outclassed by the top two picks along with possibly the rail horse, 
who is making his first start this season. This guy has been strong 
so far this season so we’ll lean on him to find the ticket again. 
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